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How it works
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Impact on EMS

• Goal of volunteer program is to decrease first-
response time to:
• Increase OHCA survival rates
• Improve outcomes in other urgent calls (if used 

with other urgent calls)
• Ambulance still responds, so ambulance workload is 

about the same as without volunteers
• Several articles in journal Resuscitation in last few 

years describing impact in early studies
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Research Questions (Today)

• What is the impact of n volunteers on first-response 
time?

• What is the impact of n volunteers on survival rates?
• Complication: Ambulances follow direction (mostly!) 

How to model volunteers?
• In short: we’ll use a combination of Poisson point 

processes and optimization.
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Outline

• Why Poisson point processes?
• Modeling response times
• Optimization in lieu of data
• Response-time thresholds
• Survival rates

• The road ahead
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Why Poisson Point Processes?
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Binomials and Poissons
• We have n volunteers in total. Assume independent
• Each has a small probability p of being in the circle
• Number of volunteers in circle is binomial(n, p)
• Binomial with big n and small p is approximately 

Poisson
• So model # volunteers in circle as Poisson
• If each volunteer has a different p…
• Le Cam’s theorem: still approximately Poisson
• If each volunteer has a different location distribution 

… Laplace functional – still approximately Poisson
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Poisson Point Process

• At any moment, model volunteers within city C as a 
Poisson point process with mean measure n ! "(.) :
• n = number of volunteers
• ! = probability each volunteer is available
• "(.) = probability measure for location of a single 

available volunteer
• Consequence:
• Number of volunteers N in any set B is Poisson 

with mean #=n ! "(B). 
• P(there are no volunteers in set B) = e-n!"(B)
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Modeling response times
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Response Times: Fix a Call Location
• Let R = (random) response time
• Compute P(R > t minutes)?
• All ambulances stationed within range must be busy, 

and zero volunteers available in neighbourhood

• q = busy probability for one ambulance
• k = number of ambulance posts within range
• B = neighbourhood within which volunteers are in 

range
• Weighted sum over call locations gives prob we want
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Example: CDF of Response Time
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Impact on Survival
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Erkut, Ingolfsson & Erdogan 
2008. Ambulance deployment 
for maximum survival. Naval 
Research Logistics 55(1) 42–58

Integrate against response-time 
density to get probability of 
survival



Extending to City/Region

• Problem: Don’t know volunteer location measure "
• Infer from data?
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Data

• Data from St John in Auckland
• GoodSAM operating since November 2017
• We have OHCA data for much longer
• For each OHCA since Nov 2017, time of OHCA, 

dithered location of OHCA and alerted volunteers 
(CRN), alerts sent, outcome of alerts

• Too sparse to infer volunteer distribution
• Solution 1: Pick “reasonable” "
• Solution 2: Use optimization to get bounds on what 

can be achieved with n volunteers.
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Finite-dimensional optimization
• Let R = R(") be the response time as function of 

location distribution
• Let f(") = P(R(") > t) for some fixed threshold t
• Suppose " is discrete, finite (hence finite dimensional 

optimization)
• Proposition: f is convex in "
• Proof: Condition on location of call
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Survival Probability is Concave in !
Suppose survival depends only on response time 
(whether by volunteer or ambulance) and is decreasing 
Proposition: P(survival) is concave in location 
probability distribution "
Import: Can get upper bd on P(survival) as function of n
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Survival allocation is different from
that for Response Time Thresholds

Optimal for response time thresholds
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Example: Auckland
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• Volunteers walk 6km/h as the crow flies
• Delay till volunteer departs: 3 minutes
• Delay till ambulance departs: 2 minutes
• 25 ambulances, positioned using MEXCLP (but can 

use any positions)
• Travel times for ambulances were provided
• Volunteer measure proportional to demand

Assume
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Auckland: No Ambulances
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Auckland: 25 Ambulances
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More Detail on Survival Allocation
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Proportional is Not Optimal
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! 1-!

Starting from ⌫i = 0 for all i, we begin by increasing volunteer capacity equally across all locations i
having maximal late rate. This continues until either the capacity 1 is used up, or the maximal late rate
is reduced to the point where a new location j joins the set of locations attaining the maximal late rate.
More precisely, the (greedy) algorithm is as follows.

1. Set ⌫l = 0 for all l 2 L.

2. Let I = argmax{�le�n↵⌫l : l 2 L} be the index set of locations with maximal late rate.

3. Increase µl equally for all l 2 I until either
P

l2I ⌫l = 1, at which point we stop with the optimal
solution, or a new location or locations joins I, i.e., �le�n↵⌫l = �j for some j /2 I and any l 2 I.

4. Go to Step 2 above.

A standard interchange argument establishes that this greedy algorithm is optimal.
Thus we see that the allocation of volunteers that minimizes the late rate in fact minimizes the

maximal late rate from any location. While it is unlikely that we will be able to identify volunteers having
exactly this profile, it nevertheless provides guidance on how to select valuable prospective volunteers;
we should choose them to attempt to minimize the maximal late rate.

Figure 4 depicts the optimal allocation of volunteers in a simple example consisting of two locations
(` = 2). Each curve corresponds to a di↵erent value of n↵. The arrival rates, �1 and �2 at the two
locations sum to 1, and we vary �1 on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows the optimal allocation
of volunteers to Location 1. The optimal allocation of volunteers to Location 1 is increasing in the fraction
of calls at that location. It remains at the value 0 until the late rate at Location 1, �1, equals the reduced
late rate at Location 2, (1��1) exp(�n↵), that arises from allocating all probability mass to Location 2,
at which point Location 1 starts to receive an allocation. The flattest of the curves corresponds to
the results for the largest number of available volunteers n↵. For this curve the allocations to the two
locations di↵er only modestly, because in the greedy algorithm the late rate at the location with larger
call arrival rate is rendered equal to that at the other location for a small allocation of volunteer mass,
and thereafter the two locations receive the same marginal allocation.
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Figure 4: Optimal distribution of volunteers over two points as a function of the fraction of demand
coming from Location 1. Each curve corresponds to a single value of n↵ 2 {0.1, .5, 1, 2, 10, 100}. As n↵
increases, the curves approach the horizontal line representing an equal allocation.

4.1.2 Optimizing Survival

The same overall approach works for maximizing the probability of survival, though the details are
more complicated. For convenience, rather than maximizing survival, we choose instead to minimize
the probability of death. We will show that this quantity is jointly convex in the volunteer location
probabilities (⌫l, l 2 L).

We assume that the death rate is an increasing function f(·) of the response time r say. Here r
includes the response delay ⌧v. Let d = f(⌧v) 2 [0, 1] be the minimal death rate assuming that walking
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As number of 
volunteers increases



CPR and AEDs
• So far we only modeled time to first application of 

CPR by volunteer or ambulance
• What about Automated External Defibrillation 

(AED)?
• Ambulances defibrillate, suppose volunteers can’t
• Now there are two variables: tCPR and tAED
• tCPR = min of volunteer and ambulance response time
• tAED = ambulance response time
• Survival curve s(tCPR, tAED) estimates exist
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Survival Probability is Still Concave in !

Suppose survival curve is decreasing in both time to 
CPR and time to AED
Proposition: P(survival) is concave in location 
probability distribution "
Import: Can still optimize over " to get bounds, taking 
into account both CPR and AEDs
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Back to Auckland
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Volunteer fraction/km2
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Minimize late calls (7 minutes) Maximize survival



Volunteers with AEDs
• Two classes of volunteers (and ambulances)
• Some volunteers do CPR only. Located as "
• Some volunteers do CPR and have AED. Located as $
• Ambulances do both
• Assume s(., .) is submodular, i.e., for any h > 0

s(x+h, y) – s(x, y) is decreasing in y
Proposition: P(survival) is jointly concave in " and $
Import: Can optimize over both for given numbers of 
each type of volunteer
Without submodularity: Marginally concave in each
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How many volunteers
are needed in Auckland?

• 5000 available volunteers is reasonable given 
survival curve predictions

• 5000 / 0.14 = 36,000 volunteers
• 2.5% of Auckland population
• We know where these volunteers ought to spend 

time (computationally, proportional is very close to 
optimal)

• Suggests likely recruitment target locales
• Boosting the “0.14” would have major impact
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Current and Future Work
• Which of several types of volunteers to recruit?
• “Type” = home location
• Volunteers living in one location have a profile 

across all locations. (Smartgraph / FB data)
• Dispatch policy:

- How many volunteers to alert? At what points?
- Send some volunteers for an AED on the way?

• Should Lyft/Uber drivers carry AEDs?
• If we have to pay them, how much is this worth?
• Impact on survival if AEDs arrive by UAV?
• If strong volunteer response, redeploy ambulances?
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